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The newton movie theatre

Cinemas United States New Jersey Newton Newton Theatre 6 people prefer this theater The Newton Theatre opened on May 15, 1924, with 1,000 seats. In 2002, a 2/9 Robert-Morton pipe organ was installed because the original was long gone. Built for the small town of Newton, the now twinning theatre showed films until it closed on October 21, 2007.
Renovations were carried out and newton theatre reopened on 16 May 2008 in the first screening and in the classic films. Majestic-Star Entertainment unfortunately closed in in September 2010. Purchased by the new owners in spring 2011, it was restored to its one-screen lineup and reopened as a performing arts center on September 9, 2011 with a
performance by Todd Rundgren. In 2015, it was equipped with a digital projector, and the films returned in July 2015. Ross Melnick Get Movie Tickets &amp; Showtimes We reopened our doors on Friday 17 July 2020! Over the past few months, we have made small improvements to the building and are preparing to welcome our patrons back to a safe
environment and follow government guidelines CinemaSafe.Limit 25 socially distant tickets per theater, reserved seats. We recommend buying tickets online. Bring &amp; dress as a face covering while in the building and socially away from other customers. Welcome back to west newton's movie theater. Let the show begin! We are incredibly grateful to our
community and independent theatre supporters for supporting us in these unprecedented times. Even though we're open, we're not operating at almost full capacity. If you can do that, consider donating to get us through these difficult times. One Night in Miami 1h 54mBuy Tickets from Friday Fri 01/08 4:107:05 Sat 01/09 4:107:05 Sun 01/10 4:107:05
Shadow in the Cloud 1h 23mBuy tickets from Friday 01/08 4:457:45 Sat 01/09 4:457:45 Sun 01/10 4:457:45 Director: Luke Greenfield Starring: Luis Gerardo Méndez, José Zúñiga, Connor Del Rio Genre: Comedy, Drama MPAA Rating: @._V1_UX477_CR0,0,477,268_AL_.jpg Driving time: 1h 36m Plot summary: Renato, Mexican aviation manager is
shocked to hear, That he has an American half-brother he never knew about, the free-spirited Asher. Together, they are forced on a trip to trace the path their father took from Mexico to the United States. Trailer: Watch the half-brothers trailer with IMDbBuy tickets online× Half-brothers 1h 36mO tickets friday Fri 01/08 4:507:35 Sat 01/09 4:507:35 Sun 01/10
4:507::507 35 Wonder Woman 1984 2h 31mOsta tickets Fri 01/08 4:007:20 Sat 01/09 4:007:20 Sun 01/10 4:007:20 Director: Paul Greengrass Starring: Tom Hanks, Elizabeth Marvel, Ray McKinnon Genre: Action, Adventure, Drama MPAA Rating: Rated PG-13 images, thematic material and some language Runtime: 1h 58m Plot Summary: A Civil War
veteran agrees to deliver a girl taken by the Kiowa people years ago to her aunt and uncle against her will. They travel hundreds of miles and face serious dangers in their search for a place that either can call home. Trailer: Watch the Trailer for News of the World on IMDbBuy Tickets Online× News of the World 1h 58mBuy Tickets Fri 01/08 4:407:30 Sat
01/09 4:407:30 Sun 01/10 4:407:30 Promising Young Woman 1h 53mBuy Tickets Fri 01/08 7:10 Sat 01/09 7:10 Sun 01/10 7:10 Monster Hunter 1h 39mBuy Tickets Fri 01/08 4:557:40 Sat 01/09 4:557:40 Sun 01/10 4:557:40 Fatale 1h 42mBuy Tickets Fri 01/08 4:20 Sat 01/09 4:20 Sun 01/10 4:20 The Croods: A New Age 1h 35mBuy Tickets Fri 01/08
4:307:00 Sat 01/09 4:307:00 Sun 01/10 4:307:00 NewtonTheatrical release posterDirected byAmit V. MasurkarProduced byManish MundraScreenplay byAmit V. MasurkarMayank TewariStarringRajkummar RaoPankaj TripathiAnjali PatilRaghubir YadavMusic byBenedict TaylorNaren Chandavarkar(Music &amp; Background Music) Rachita Arora (Promo
song)CinematographySwapnil S. SonawaneEdited byShweta Venkat MathewProductioncompany Drishyam FilmsDistributed byEros InternationalColour Yellow ProductionsRelease date 22 September 2017 (2017-09-22) Running time106 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageHindi GondiBudget₹9 crore[1]Box office₹81.65 crore[2] Newton is a 2017 Indian black
comedy drama film co-written and directed by Amit V. Masurkar. [3] The film stars Rajkummar Rao, Pankaj Tripathi, Anjali Patil and Raghubir Yadav. Produced by Manish Mundra in 2015 under Drishyam Films, known for the film Masa, the film is the second part of Amit Masurkar since his debut film,[5] Sulemani Keeda in 2013. Newton had his world
premiere at the 67th Berlin Film Olympics. The film gained worldwide popularity, securing eight nominations at the 63rd Filmfare Awards, including Best Picture (Critics), Best Actor (Critics) for Rao and Best Supporting Actor for Tripath, while winning the award for Best Picture and Best Story of a Movie Fare. Rao won the Asia-Pacific Screen Award for Best
Actor[6] and the Writers won the Best ScreenPlay Award. [7] Newton was also awarded the National Film Award for best film in Hindi. Pankaj Tripathi won a special at the 65th National Film Awards. [8] The film was selected as the 90th Indian entry for best foreign language film. [9] [10] Plot Nutan Newton Kumar (Rajkummar Rao), a novice government
official in the reserve, is sent on election duty to the Naxal-controlled city in india's Chhattisgarh rebel jungles, when one of the main duty officers is found to have heart problems there. Central Reserve Police (CRPF) Security Forces led by Deputy Commander Aatma Singh Singh Tripathi) and the looming fear of guerrilla attacks by communist rebels, he tries
his best to hold a free and fair vote despite the odds piled up against him. He's disappointed when voters don't show up for the election. Later, when a foreign journalist shows up at a polling station, the CRPF forces villagers in the constituency to vote. When one of them enters the voting booth, he understands the voting machine and how it works. After
talking to the property, Newton soon realizes they have no idea what the election is all about. Some thought they would make money from this, while others hopelessly asked that they were being adequately paid for their work. He's desperately trying to train them, but to no avail. Taking charge of a frustrated Aatma Singh pushes Newton aside and shames
villagers by telling them that these officers have risked their lives to vote and should not turn them away. He tells them that the voting machine is a toy; there are elephants, cycles, etc. So even if they vote for their favorite symbol instead of politicians who have never heard, a foreign journalist gets good news about Indian democracy. Newton wants to sit in
the voting room for a certain period of time, but is forced to flee because of the Naxal ambush, which he later realizes the CRPF staged. Having received such information, he tries to escape his escort team back to the polling booth, but is caught on both sides and is heavily taken back to safety. On the way back, Newton decides to collect the votes of four
villager who suddenly appear deep in the woods. Aatma Singh is reluctant to let them do that. Here, the film gives the viewer a dilemma in war-torn areas through two men who have no rivalry whatsoever, who are inclined to their duty, but still a sharp difference, exposing the dilemma of truth. Newton takes his responsibilities seriously and steals Aatma
Singh's rifle and holds the officer at gunpoint until the villagers vote. Singh commented with frustration that he did not want to poll in a region that was only secured by government forces six months ago, citing the fact that there are still more landmines than men. He tells Newton he doesn't want to lose any more troops, especially since the government can't
even supply them with the nightly glasses they've been asking for for two years. Newton will also keep him at gunpoint after voting on the remaining two minutes of his official duties (until 3 p.m.). He was beaten in frustration by CRPF forces. The film ends with a picture of the area six months later, and it shows mining. Aatma Singh can be seen shopping in a
civilian dress wife and daughter during the holidays, suggesting that he is human and the conditions in Naxal-infested areas made him a dispassionate and cynical person. Newton can be seen in his office as a neck brace for beating his injury, but otherwise happy and in his old ways. He is visited by local election official Malko (Anjali Patil), who asks him
what happened after he leaves because he is unaware of the events and Newton asks him to tell everything over tea, but not until five minutes later, when Newton's planned lunch break begins. Actor Rajkummar Rao – Newton Kumar Pankaj Tripathi as Deputy Commander Aatma Singh Anjali Patil - Malko Netam Raghubir Yadav – Loknath Danish Hussain
as Police DIG Mukesh Prajapati - Shambhu Krishna Singh Bisht – Krishna Pistak Gond – The Village Patel Sanjay Mishra in an extraordinary appearance as election teacher Mukesh Nagarina Mangal Netam Bachan Pacherana Newton's father Kirti Shreeyansh Jain Newton's mother Omkar Das Manikpuri as Lakhma Soundtrack Track
listingNo.TitleLyricsMusicSinger(s)Length1. By Panchi Ud GayaVarun GroverNaren Chandavarkar and Benedict TaylorMohan Kannan4:162. Chal Tu Apna Kaam KarIrshad KamilRachita AroraAmit Trivedi3:513. Chal Tu Apna Kaam Kar (Version 2)Irshad KamilRachita AroraRaghubir Yadav3:34 Reception Newton was released to general critical acclaim and
was also a commercial success. On Rotten Tomatoes, Newton has an approval rating of 90% based on 10 reviews, with an average rating of 8.2/10. [11] On Indian film review collector site The Review Monk, Newton scored 7.5 out of 10 average scores based on 23 reviews. [12] Rajeev Masand graded the film at 4 stars out of 5 and said Newton is relevant
and timely without being boring or unattainable. You could say that it is ultimately too thick in its message or that the pace occasionally slides. But these are small nigglings that never dent the effect of its thrust. [13] Neil Soans of The Times of India gave the film a rating of 4.5 stars out of 5, saying: Newton has dared to take the issue that our vast majority turn
a blind eye to and slap us away from our blissful ignorance. Laughing, it makes you think what - and we need to be reminded of this - is what a good movie should do. Both your funny bones and gray cells thank you for looking at it. Soans praised the performances of the actors - especially Rao and Tripath - and the script by Masurkar and Tewar. [14] Suhani
Singh of India Today stated 4 stars out of 5 for the film and said newton is a dark comedy that gives you just as much fear and disappointment as well as hope and hilarity. It makes you see the pitfalls of a democratic system, but also tells you that it is the only one capable of positive This is reality at its best, with credible performances and wallpapers that
immerse viewers the world and where even the faces of the background characters leave a heartbreaking impression. [15] Shubhra Gupta of The Indian Express voted the film 4 stars out of 5, saying: Director Amit V Masurkar and screenwriter Mayank Tewari have created a strong black comedy. It's as sharp and subversive as the classic Jaane Bhi Do
Yaaro, and while it's completely sober, it just leaves us with a slightly better feel for ourselves. He also praised the actors' performances, saying: Rajkummar Rao enjoys a purple patch. After Bareilly Ki Barf, he sews up another big show full of little things: blinking, thinking, doing things. He's the most interesting when he's quiet: he makes us watch. Pankaj
Tripathi, head of the security forces, cynical but doing his best, is also lovely. For once, the talented Pail has been well used, and in the case of Raghubir Yadav, he gives us another standout act after Peepli Live, a lesson in how to immerse yourself effortlessly in your role. [16] Rohit Vats of the Hindustan Times gave the film a rating of 4 stars out of 5 and
said: It's one of the finest political sa teams we've seen in the last couple of years. It refrains from taking sides and offers humorous twists and turns for the state versus the Maoists in a bloody battle. It raises questions about the importance of the electoral system, which we are so proud of. It takes us much further than we see. The team of Rajkummar Rao,
Pankaj Tripathi, Raghuvir Yadav and Anjali Patile have come up with a top performance. Newton received a warm response at his premiere at the Berlin Film Festival. [18] It also won the CICAE Award for Best Picture in the Forum Division. The Huffington Post wrote: Newton is a touching, personal and very human film about the strength of one very
determined novice election official to maintain a democratic process in an area threatened by rebels. [19] Newton was india's official award at the 90th Annual Academy Awards. [20] it was also the first Indian film to receive an Rs 1 crore grant from central government. [21] Release Newton had its world premiere at the Berlin International Film Festival from 9
to 19 February 2017 in Berlin, Germany[22], while in India it was released on 22 September 2017. [23] At the box office, Newton produced RS 11.75 net in its first week in India. [24] The film produced Rs 3.75 Rs 3.75 crore in its second weekend, taking the total to 15.50 crore. [25] It was a box office success and is considered one of the most profitable films
of 2017. Controversy following the release of the film and its election as India's Oscar nominee, Newton was criticized for its striking similarities to the Iranian film Secret Ballot. In defence, filmmaker Anurag Kashyap expressed his support for Newton's team, stating that Newton is equally a copy of the Secret Ballot The Avengers is Watan Ke Producer and
Secret Ballot further clarified that Newton is not a copy of his film. Anurag Kashyap started an online discussion with the producer of Secret Ballot Marco Müller, stating that plagiarism is not even a touch. Kashyap then asked for permission and shared a screenshot of the conversation on his Facebook account. Later, babak Payami, the director of the Iranian
film, said in an online interview that he saw the film and there was no sign of plagiarism. These are completely different movies. [26] Other commentators have noticed a similarity between the official poster of the film and Satyajit Ray's film Ganashatru. [27] [28] Awards and nominations Date of ceremonial awards Category recipients and nominees Result Ref
2017 Berlin International Film Festival International Federation of Art Cinemas (CICAE) Award Newton Won [29] Hong Kong International Film Festival Young Cinema Competition Jury Award Newton Won [30] Kerala International Film Festival FIPRESCI Award: Best International Film Newton Wins [31] NETPAC Award: Best Asian Film Newton Wins Asia-
Pacific Screen Awards Best Actor Rajkummar Rao Won [6] Best ScreenPlay by Amit V Masurkar , Mayank Tewari won the Star Screen Awards Best Actor (Critics) Rajkummar Rao Won [32] Best Picture (Critics) Newton won best actor in a supporting role – Man Pankaj Tripathi nominated for best actor in a supporting role – female lead Anjali Patil
nominated for best director Amit V Masurkar nominated on 30 December017 Zee Cine Awards Best Picture (Jury's Choice) Amit V Masurkar Nominated [33] Best Actor – Man (Jury's Choice) Rajkummar Rao Nominated 20.1.2018 Filmfare Awards Best Picture (critics) Newton Won [ 34] Best Actor (critics) Rajkummar Rao nominated [35] Best Supporting
Actor Pankaj Tripathi nominated [36] Best Editing by Shweta Venkat Mathew Nominated Best Original Story by Amit V Masurkar won best screenplay for Amit V Masurkar, Mayank Tewari nominated for Best Picture Swapnil S Sonawane nominated on March 6, 2018 Bollywood Film Journalists Awards Best Feature Film Newton Won [37] Best Actor
Rajkummar Rao Won the Asian Film Awards 17 March 2018 Best Film Newton nominated [38] Best Actor Rajkummar Rao nominated for Best Screenplay Amit V Masurkar , Mayank Tewari won the News18 Reel Movie Awards Best Director Amit V Masurkar Won [39] Best Supporting Actor Pankaj Tripathi won Best EditingShweta Venkat Mathew won best
picture for Newton [40][41] Best Film Exchange S Sonawane nominated for Best Sound Niraj Gera nominated for Best Screenwriting Amit V Masurkar, Mayank Tewari nominated for Best Dialogue nominated may 3, 2018 National Film Awards Best Feature Film (Hindi) Producer : Drishyam Films Director: Amit V Masurkar Won [42] Special notation (actor)
Tripathi Voitti 22.6.2018 International Indian Film Academy Awards Best Editing Shweta Venkat Mathew Won [43][44] Paras elokuva elokuva Nominated for best director Amit V Masurkar nominated for best story won best actor Rajkummar Rao nominated for best supporting actor Pankaj Tripathi nominee See also List of Submissions to the 90th Academy
Awards Best Foreign Language Film List for Indian Applications for Best Foreign Language Movie References ^ Why Newton Could Repeal Murphy's Law at the Oscars. Livemint, what are you? 22 September 2017. ^ Box Office: India collections and day wise break of Newton. Bollywood Hungama. ^ Newton: Berlin Review. Retrieved 4 April 2017. ^
Huffington Post ^ Newton's film review: Rajkummar Rao, Pankaj Tripathi, Anjali Patil shine dazzlingly restrained dramedy. 19 September 2017. ^ a b Chauhan, Guarang (November 23, 2017). Asia Pacific Screen Awards: Rajkummar Rao bags the best actor trophy as Newton wins 2 awards - see list. TimesNow, what are you? Retrieved December 4, 2017. ^
APSA Candidates &amp; Winners. ^ National Film Awards 2018 full winners list: Sridevi named best actress; Newton is the best Hindi movie. First guard. 13 April 2018. Retrieved 13 April 2018. ^ These are 91 other films that Rajkummar Raon Newton competes with at the Oscars. 6 October 2017. ^ Newton is India's official entry to the 2018 Oscars. Indian
times. 22 September 2017. Retrieved September 22, 2017. ^Newton. Rotten tomatoes. ^ Newton reviews. ^Rumble in the jungle. Rajeev Masandin. ^ Newton's film review. Indian times. ^ Newton Film Review: Rajkummar Rao's Black Comedy is the finest Hindi film of 2017. In India today. ^ Newton's film review: This Rajkummar Rao film is as sharp and
subversive as Jaane Bhi Do Yaaro. Indian Express. ^ Newton's film review: A charming satire on the dance of democracy. Hindustan times. ^ Rajkummar Rao-starrer Newton wins Art Theatre honors at berlinale. Retrieved 4 April 2017. ^Huffington Post India. Huffington Post in India. Retrieved 4 April 2017. ^ Rajkummar Rao's political satire Newton is India's
entry to the Oscars. Hindustan times. ^ India's Oscar entry 'Newton' to receive an Rs 1 crore grant from the Centre. ^Newton. Berlin International Film Festival. Official trailer for ^Newton. Youtube. ^Newton survives - Bhoomi and Haseena Parkar go down. ^Newton slows down for the second weekend. ^ Newton resigns from secret ballot, confirms Iranian
leader Gulf News. 27 September 2017. Retrieved September 27, 2017. ^ Newton may not be copied from the Secret Ballot, but is the poster inspired by this Satyajit Ray movie?. In India today. Ist. Retrieved November 9, 2019. ^ Candy, Tripti (26.9.2017). Coincidence? Newton's posters and Satyajit Ray's Ganashatru posters are strangely close together.
www.indiatvnews.com. Retrieved 9 November 2019. ^ Berlinale 2017: Rajkummar Raon Newton wins big First guard. 20 February 2017. Retrieved September 27, 2017. ^ 41st Hong Kong International Film Film – Awards 2017. ^ IFFK 2017: Newton bags NETPAC and FIPRESCI awards; Golden Crow Pheasant goes to Wajib. First guard. 17 December
2017. Retrieved 24 January 2018. ^ Star Screen Awards 2017: Dangal wins big, Vidya Balan-Rajkummar Rao named best actress and actress. Retrieved December 4, 2017. ^ 2018 Archives - Zee Cine Awards. Zee Cine Awards. Retrieved December 31, 2017. ^ Critics' Best Picture 2017 Nominees | Filmfare Awards. filmfare.com. Retrieved 20 January
2018. ^ Best Actor for Critics in the Lead Role male 2017 nominees | Filmfare Awards. filmfare.com. Retrieved 20 January 2018. ^ Nominees 63rd Jio Filmfare Awards 2018. filmfare.com. Retrieved 18 January 2018. ^ . p. . Missing or empty |title= (help) ^ Frater, Patrick (March 17, 2018). Asian Film Awards: 'Youth' wins top prize from 'Demon Rock' Eri. ^
'Newton' &amp; 'Mukti Bhawan' wins big at the REEL Movie Awards. Quintin. Retrieved March 21, 2018. ^ Reel Movie On Screen Awards 2018 | Best film, actor, actor, director and more. News 18. Retrieved March 21, 2018. ^ Reel Movie Behind The Scenes Awards 2018 | Best Cinemating, Sound, Art / Production Design, Editing, Music, Screenplay,
Dialogues. News 18. Retrieved March 21, 2018. ^ 65th National Film Awards LIVE: Sridevi Posthumously Award-winning Best Actress; Vinod Khanna was awarded the Dada Saheb Phalke Award. News 18. 13 April 2018. Retrieved 14 April 2018. ^ IIFA Awards 2018 winners. IIFA. ^ IIFA candidates 2018: Tumhari Sulu leads 7 nods, Newton follows.
NDTV.com. Retrieved 28 May 2018. External links in Newton IMDb Retrieved from
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